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Mela the HuffleNan (and My Migraine Life) She/her @melaquebella 
So I’m at the point in this pin and migraine cycle where what I like to call the “aggressive yawning” has begun…. Is this me or do other
migraine ME/CFS folks do this too? #migrainechat #NEISvoid 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
2 hours until #MigraineChat! We will talk about what #ANewEraOfCare has meant for #migraine. Join me and co-host Chronic
Migraine Awareness, Inc. (@CMAware) at 1p ET today. Preview questions and chat tips here: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Mikaela  @Iris_and_Honey 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! We will talk about what #ANewEraOfCare has meant for #migraine. Join me and co-
host Chronic M… 

Renuka Dhinakaran @renudhinakaran 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! We will talk about what #ANewEraOfCare has meant for #migraine. Join me and co-
host Chronic M… 

Angie Glaser @winedarkme 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! We will talk about what #ANewEraOfCare has meant for #migraine. Join me and co-
host Chronic M… 

Rachel Sussman @RachelxSussman 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! We will talk about what #ANewEraOfCare has meant for #migraine. Join me and co-
host Chronic M… 

Diana Cejas, MD, MPH @DianaCejasMD 
RT @CSWhiteMD: Part 1 in a 6 part series about the phases of a #migraine attack. #MHAM2021 #HeadacheMedicine #NeuroTwitter
#MedTwitter #Med… 

Nancy Harris Bonk @NHBonk 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! We will talk about what #ANewEraOfCare has meant for #migraine. Join me and co-
host Chronic M… 

Cat Charrett-Dykes @chronicmigrain 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! We will talk about what #ANewEraOfCare has meant for #migraine. Join me and co-
host Chronic M… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining today’s chat. I hope you’re doing as well as possible. If it’s your first
time, take a quick moment to review the chat tips: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Who is here for #MigraineChat today? For those who want to introduce yourself, share only what feels comfortable. I’m Beth, your
#MigraineChat host, coming to you from a very warm Vermont. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Joining me as co-host for today’s #MigraineChat is Nancy Harris Bonk from CMA, Inc (@CMAware) an organization who is amplifying
the voice of the #ChronicMigraine community. #MigraineChat 

Biohaven Pharmaceuticals @BiohavenPharma 
@beth_morton Hello! We are Outcomes Insights, a healthcare research company. We’re taking over Biohaven’s Twitter handle to
share data from a recent survey about preventive migraine treatments conducted by National Headache Foundation (@NHF) and
funded by Biohaven. #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@beth_morton Thank you Beth. I’m looking forward to the chat today. #MigraineChat @CMAware 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @CMAware: @beth_morton Thank you Beth. I’m looking forward to the chat today. #MigraineChat @CMAware 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
Hi! I'm owl  Joining you from a very hot NC. Hoping you all managing the heat well  #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
While intros continue, two tips: (1) include #MigraineChat in EVERY tweet to make following the conversation easier & so tweets are
included in the transcript. (2) I start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc. or quote tweet. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Standing reminders: Remember Twitter is a public forum and keep that in mind as you share. Please don’t use GIFs or other flashing
media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Hey I’m Alex  Checking in from WI where I’m battling a fresh case of Lyme disease and very much wishing I was
just dealing with migraine. #MigraineChat 

Jill Dehlin @jdehlin 
@beth_morton I'm Jill from Michigan, #ChronicMigraine since 2006. I'm ready for my first #MigraineChat! I had sedation for a cervical
nerve ablation today, so I hope I can keep up. So happy to be here! 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@OwlJourney Welcome - so glad you're here with us. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
The theme of this year’s Migraine and Headache Awareness Month is #NewEraOfCare, so we’ll talk about life with migraine in this
new era, and what that has meant for you. #MigraineChat 
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alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: The theme of this year’s Migraine and Headache Awareness Month is #NewEraOfCare, so we’ll talk about life
with migraine in… 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
@CMAware Thank you. Glad to be here. #MigraineChat 

Jenn  #FAY  @jlms_qkw 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here for #MigraineChat today? For those who want to introduce yourself, share only what feels
comfortable. I’m Be… 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton Hi everyone, I’m Sarah! Been experiencing a migraine spike the past day or so and have one of those Be Koool (lol)
patches on my forehead, but I’m here! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. What are your main sources of support or information on #migraine, new treatments, or advice about living with migraine or
chronic migraine? #MigraineChat https://t.co/S2semG6Oea 

Jill Dehlin @jdehlin 
@beth_morton Here from Michigan for my first #MigraineChat. Had sedation today for cervical RFA, so please be patient with me.
Brain is more scrambled than usual. 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@jdehlin @beth_morton Nice to "see" you @jdehlin #MigraineChat 

Unleashing the Next Chapter @K_McClatchy 
@beth_morton Hi! I've suffered with #migraine since I was 11, (40+ yrs ). Been on #Emgality for 2 yrs. Still deal with
#ChronicMigraine, but more manageable now. #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@beth_morton @CMAware has support/information for those living w/#chronicmigraine. Join our Facebook/virtual support groups for
tips, support and suggestions for those with chronic migraine. https://t.co/1rJyod0MS6 #MigraineChat @CMAware 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse Oh no! Chronic Lyme (and other tick borne illnesses here). That is not fun. Hope you caught it early.
#MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1. Twitter is definitely a primary source, since I’ve tried most things it’s really useful to connect with other folks with
similar disease burden and comorbid conditions to evaluate new options for care and management #MigraineChat 

Me @nicolethomp27 
@beth_morton Hi I'm Nicole from Michigan. I have chronic migraine, which includes abdominal migraine. I'm glad to be able to join
#migrainechat today. 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Yup bit last month  but woo lord it has knocked me out #MigraineChat 
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ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@K_McClatchy @beth_morton Ugg, I hear you! That's a long time. Glad to hear things are more manageable #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Reminder to use the hashtag #MigraineChat so the conversation is easy to follow through the search. TY! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @CMAware: @beth_morton @CMAware has support/information for those living w/#chronicmigraine. Join our Facebook/virtual
support groups fo… 

Jenn  #FAY  @jlms_qkw 
RT @beth_morton: The theme of this year’s Migraine and Headache Awareness Month is #NewEraOfCare, so we’ll talk about life
with migraine in… 

Jenn  #FAY  @jlms_qkw 
Q1: #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: tbh, it's mainly twitter. I get support from others with migraine and follow specialists & organizations that keep me
UTD on new tx. My sister & I also give support & advice, but it's usually not because of what we learned from our own HCPs.
#MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@beth_morton A1. I probably stay less up-to-date than many people on here. I rely heavily on my excellent neurologist. My mom
used to send me every migraine article that came out but she's slowed down a bit since I kept sending her critiques of them.
#MigraineChat 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
@beth_morton A1. Definitely social media (Twitter+fb groups+ Instagram ). Even now tiktok as it grows more and more today and
allows us to connect. #MigraineChat 

Unleashing the Next Chapter @K_McClatchy 
@beth_morton A1. I have a fabulous neurology team, including a headache specialist. I have also participated in
#WorldMigraineSummit every year since it began. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@DragonSnapped @beth_morton Having an excellent doctor makes a huge difference in our care! Good to hear you've found one.
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Hello! I'm Katie, in the UK, where the British summer is behaving itself quite nicely. #MigraineChat 

bemusedbob @bemusedbob1 
RT @beth_morton: Reminder to use the hashtag #MigraineChat so the conversation is easy to follow through the search. TY! 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@K_McClatchy @beth_morton So very important to have a team that works with us! #MigraineChat 
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ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@fabriKatie @beth_morton Welcome, so glad you're here! #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A1: It’s a wide range. Social media has been a great resource, both from a curation & other patient perspective
standpoint. I also joined a concussion / PCS program that consolidates a lot of information, which I’m hoping will help me find better
answers to my case. #MigraineChat 

Unleashing the Next Chapter @K_McClatchy 
This is a great resource for those living with #migraine. #MHAM2021 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here for #MigraineChat today? For those who want to introduce yourself, share only what feels
comfortable. I’m Be… 

Cat Charrett-Dykes @chronicmigrain 
RT @CMAware: @beth_morton @CMAware has support/information for those living w/#chronicmigraine. Join our Facebook/virtual
support groups fo… 

Cat Charrett-Dykes @chronicmigrain 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. What are your main sources of support or information on #migraine, new treatments, or advice about living
with migrain… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. Are the new #migraine preventives and abortives (e.g., Ajovy, Reyvow, Nurtec), and devices (e.g., gammaCore, Nerivio) available
to you? If so, have you been able to try any? What was your experience? #MigraineChat (Next Qs will cover access issues....)
https://t.co/3IH5LW6O1Z 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@OwlJourney @beth_morton Agree! @CMAware just launched our TikTok! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie Hi Katie! Thanks for coming to #MigraineChat today! 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@beth_morton A2 Yes and are life changing for some but cost prohibitive for many. Devices are a great non-pharmacological option
to add to the chronic migraine tool kit. I use @Cefaly prevention, Nerivio by @Theranica acutely. Like anything, they work some of the
time. #MigraineChat @CMAware 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
A1: Social media, where I read the articles about the new treatments 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2. Yes I’ve tried both gepants, ubrelvy works Nurtec doesn’t. I have the Nerivio device arriving today. I feel like I’m
just bleeding money to try things that I can’t maintain in the long run that don’t reduce my disability level. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. Are the new #migraine preventives and abortives (e.g., Ajovy, Reyvow, Nurtec), and devices (e.g.,
gammaCore, Nerivio)… 

Jill Dehlin @jdehlin 
@beth_morton A1. I depend on the headache and migraine community, and I like to read scientific journal articles. I subscribe to
forums like CGRP, NeurologyLive, and others. #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton Good to hear! @CMAware has a virtual support group we'd love to have you join.
https://t.co/ZRL38VXJOY #MigraineChat 
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GHLF @GHLForg 
Happening now. Follow along with the hashtag #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
A2: Not yet. The expense (after insurance!) has prevented my trying the new preventives 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q2. Are the new #migraine preventives and abortives (e.g., Ajovy, Reyvow, Nurtec), and devices (e.g.,
gammaCore, Nerivio)… 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@jdehlin @beth_morton Yes ma'am!! Great sources. #MigraineChat @CMAware 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q1. What are your main sources of support or information on #migraine, new treatments, or advice about living
with migrain… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A2: No. My insurance won't make the newer meds available to me unless I fail botox first. My HA specialist dismisses
devices like Cephaly or Nerivio for use in my daily migraine. #MigraineChat 

Kristine  💋  ♀  😷 @kdlb 
@beth_morton Hi, I’m Kristine from WA and I’ve had #Fibromyalgia for 20 years and migraines many of those that have built into
being worse and worse. So very frustrating. Processing after a doc appt this morning. I’d normally still be asleep or have gone back to
sleep by now. #MigraineChat 

Me @nicolethomp27 
@beth_morton A1: I mainly get support and advice from Facebook groups, esp BrainWreck Rebels. I have honestly given up on
pharmaceutical treatments since being abandoned by my last neurologist after "failing" a few treatments, so I really don't keep up on
that. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@GHLForg Thanks for the boost, friends! #MigraineChat 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
@beth_morton A2. I was on Aimovig for over a year until my insurance changed, and the co-pay (even with discount card) became
too expensive. Now I'm not on any preventive medication. Aimovig was hit or miss. Some months, it helped. Other times, I was
slammed with migraines. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton I hear you. It can take time to find the right combination of things to help us manage #migraine
disease. #MigraineChat @CMAware 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Ugh that is so frustrating. My new HA is currently doing trials for nerivio so he’s a huge advocate for it
which is why I’m trying it. #MigraineChat 

Unleashing the Next Chapter @K_McClatchy 
@beth_morton I wish we could make insurance understand that there are different TYPES of migraine attacks, and the gepants and
ditans work differently depending on the type and situation. #MigraineChat 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
@beth_morton A2.Yes the new preventives and abortives are available to me though I did have to wait until I turned 18 as not
approved for peds use even in chronic patients.. I have been able to try amivog, ajovy (still on) and ubervly (still using) - the devices
not so much. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
A2: Not yet. The expense (after insurance!) has prevented my trying the new preventives #MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@kdlb Thanks for joining #MigraineChat. If you need to take a break and come back later, please do. Post appointment self-care is
important! 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@nicolethomp27 @beth_morton Try not to lose hope! There are over 100 medications, supplements, devices, and complementary
therapies that can be used to treat #migraine. Maybe time to find a doctor who will work with you #MigraineChat @CMAware 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@chronicmigrain @beth_morton Same here! Ten years ago, there were basically no migraine-specific preventatives. And now, they
seem to be coming out with new ones on a regular basis. Gives me lots of hope. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
A1: Social media, where I read the articles about the new treatments #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton I'd love to hear from you & others if the devices work for chronic migraine. Maybe if I go in armed
with more info, I can have a better discussion about it. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
This 👇 #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton I’ll definitely keep you updated with Nerivio, Cefaly I didn’t tolerate well because of allodynia but I think
a few people here could speak to having it be beneficial #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. For those who haven’t tried these #migraine treatments, what were the access barriers (cost, insurance approvals or step-
therapy, finding a doctor to prescribe them)? Or when do you expect they will be available in your country (if you know)?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/3bO0rfVNsD 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A1. I learnt a lot from @MigraineTrust's online events and videos (https://t.co/58LFxYcFjL) and #MigraineChat (obvs!) 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A2: I tried Emgality as a preventative a while back. Didn’t help. I know that the CGRPs can vary from person to person
though. I also used an sTMS mini for a 3-month trial. Didn’t help. I wanna believe that something will work, but so far I’ve come up
empty. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q3. For those who haven’t tried these #migraine treatments, what were the access barriers (cost, insurance
approvals or st… 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. For those who haven’t tried these #migraine treatments, what were the access barriers (cost, insurance
approvals or st… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. For those who haven’t tried these #migraine treatments, what were the access barriers (cost, insurance
approvals or st… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @fabriKatie: A1. I learnt a lot from @MigraineTrust's online events and videos (https://t.co/58LFxYcFjL) and #MigraineChat
(obvs!) 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@beth_morton A2. I've been on Aimovig for a while. It helped a lot for over a year, but then I changed some of my other meds and
everything went haywire. I have a coupon that's helped with cost. Still routinely a big hassle with the pharmacy. Gave me the wrong
dose last week. #MigraineChat 
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Biohaven Pharmaceuticals @BiohavenPharma 
@beth_morton A3. In partnering with the National Headache Foundation (@NHF) to survey more than 1,000 people with migraine
who have tried preventive treatments, 84% of people currently taking a preventive wished there was a better treatment option.
#migrainechat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@beth_morton A3 Barriers include cost, step-therapy and insurance denials. Another issue is some HCP are not familiar with these
new options and not well educated in treating #migraine. #MigraineChat @CMAware 

Michelle Maples👀 @MaplesM78 
@beth_morton A3: The devices aren’t advisable for those with pacemakers (or other similar implants). I feel incredibly discouraged
that there aren’t more non-prescriptive options for folks like me. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A3: step therapy is my biggest obstacle. They won't cover Ubrelvy unless I fail Nurtec. They won't cover Nurtec unless
I fail botox. And I can't afford them without insurance. Cost is a 2nd barrier to getting the devices but my Dr won't approve them
anyway. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeNena73 @HemingwayMuse I have tried them all & have a few blog posts about my experiences. The reason some HAS balk
at prescribing them is that some haven't been tested in CM yet. That doesn't mean they can't be prescribed/used for people w/CM. My
HAS has been willing. My results mixed. #MigraineChat 

Me @nicolethomp27 
@CMAware @beth_morton I haven't totally given up hope. I'm still using alternative treatments. And, I should have a new neurologist
in November (first available appt! ). #migrainechat 

Biohaven Pharmaceuticals @BiohavenPharma 
@beth_morton A3. 67% of people surveyed who have tried or are currently taking a preventive treatment felt like they were chasing
an unreachable goal to get their migraine under control. 57% say they constantly juggle migraine treatments trying to find the right
one for them. #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@MaplesM78 @beth_morton Very true. We need more options!! With increased research and funding hopefully that will happen
sooner rather than later! #MigraineChat @CMAware 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3. It feels criminal that those of us on disability with Medicare or Medicaid (or other gov insurance) are excluded from
pharmacy discount programs. This is a huge access barrier, I can’t afford to spend 25% of my SSDI to try a medication or device.
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@jdehlin @beth_morton I am very excited to try it! #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@nicolethomp27 @beth_morton Good to hear, I hope you'll keep us posted! #MigraineChat @CMAware 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A1: Twitter, for sure, and then looking things up from there. A tiny bit from my doctor, I guess? #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
A3: My doctors have been willing to prescribe them, but either insurance doesn’t cover them or simply refuses to cover meds. My
insurance company has been known to refuse a 30 Tylenol-3 script because I “just had one filled 2 months ago” #MigraineChat just
changed ins companies 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton YES! I couldn't agree more. SSDI is barely enough to survive on #MigraineChat @CMAware 
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Biohaven Pharmaceuticals @BiohavenPharma 
@beth_morton A3. In the @NHF survey, Black & Hispanic people w/ migraine were more likely to feel worry, fear, & anxiety taking a
preventive treatment. When asked about treating their disease, 77% of Black & 73% of Hispanic responders say they wish they had
sought care sooner. #MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton A3: It's absolutely WILD that insurance companies can just decide that we have to get 30+ shots of
literal poison into our heads before trying medication developed specifically for migraines. Do they realize what they're saying??
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @BiohavenPharma: @beth_morton A3. In partnering with the National Headache Foundation (@NHF) to survey more than 1,000
people with migra… 

Jill Dehlin @jdehlin 
@Alexandria_SZ Also, some of us 🙋have medical conditions for which we cannot take NSAIDs or Triptans. There is no one-size-fits-
all treatment. #migrainechat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: @MaeNena73 @HemingwayMuse I have tried them all & have a few blog posts about my experiences. The
reason some HAS balk at… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @CMAware: @MaplesM78 @beth_morton Very true. We need more options!! With increased research and funding hopefully that
will happen soone… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @BiohavenPharma: @beth_morton A3. 67% of people surveyed who have tried or are currently taking a preventive treatment felt
like they we… 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
@beth_morton A3. Cost is the barrier in my case. My new insurance through my job isn't great, and I can't afford to cover the higher
co-pays (assuming new insurance would cover the medicine in the first place). It's frustrating to be at the mercy of an insurance
company. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @jdehlin: @Alexandria_SZ Also, some of us 🙋have medical conditions for which we cannot take NSAIDs or Triptans. There is no
one-size-fit… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton So much this! I've noticed on pharma discount/free programs for new meds that Medicaid &
Medicare patients are typically excluded. That's awful! You should still be able to get help regardless of govt or private company
insurance. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@GoldenGirls85 @beth_morton Agreed! Have you had a chance to explore the savings card options for some of the new options out
there? #MigraineChat @CMAware 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaplesM78 @beth_morton This is such a good point. I’m having similar issues with drugs that might cause other conditions to
flare. It seems like everything is designed with tunnel vision #MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
A3: "I know from working with #migraine patients that it might not be easy to access CGRP therapy because of insurance issues —
from proving failure of multiple treatments to burdensome prior authorizations." -@JosephCoe: https://t.co/MIXsLwRATV
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
@jdehlin Exactly. I can’t take triptans because my doc said they can trigger seizures in those with hemiplegic migraine. So frustrating.
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @GoldenGirls85: @beth_morton A3. Cost is the barrier in my case. My new insurance through my job isn't great, and I can't
afford to cove… 
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alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton It’s ruthless and my secondary insurance is military so even before disability I’ve been fighting like hell
to find ways to pay for things. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A2: I have a Cefaly, which I bought without insurance, and use it regularly. I just started Emgality, after failing on
enough other “more standard” meds for long enough. Not sure it’s helping much, tbh-constant headache is changing a bit, but still
very much there. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @BiohavenPharma: @beth_morton A3. 67% of people surveyed who have tried or are currently taking a preventive treatment felt
like they we… 

Unleashing the Next Chapter @K_McClatchy 
@jdehlin @Alexandria_SZ Exactly! I'm a #strokesurvivor (migraine being the only risk factor!), and triptans are no longer an option.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @GHLForg: A3: "I know from working with #migraine patients that it might not be easy to access CGRP therapy because of
insurance issues… 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
@beth_morton A3. For me the biggest barrier is the cost of the devices as insurance will not cover them. Also step therapy has been
a big issue for me as neuro has been wanting to try the IV CGRP but insurance is a no go yet. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @BiohavenPharma: @beth_morton A3. In the @NHF survey, Black & Hispanic people w/ migraine were more likely to feel worry,
fear, & anxiet… 

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
@beth_morton I've been too scared to try the CGRP injectables because of their long half life and my experience with side effects
from other medications. I want to try gepants but they're not available in Europe. #migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @jdehlin: @Alexandria_SZ Also, some of us 🙋have medical conditions for which we cannot take NSAIDs or Triptans. There is no
one-size-fit… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. Do you feel any more hopeful with the rate that new #migraine treatments have been introduced recently? Why/why not?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/J44eLJhx0a 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A3: It was very much a waiting game for Emgality, for my doctor to bring it up on her own/to have met whatever
timeline was appropriate to have failed other meds. Eight months of non-stop pain, so far. #MigraineChat 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
@CMAware @beth_morton Even with the manufacturer discount card, Aimovig (which I was on for over a year) would be too
expensive under my new insurance plan. That's assuming the new insurance would approve coverage. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@OwlJourney @beth_morton So frustrating. And step-therapy has to go! #MigraineChat @CMAware 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
@MaeNena73 @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton And Medicare is not even a government subsidy program. I’ve contributed to
Medicare every paycheck for almost 50 years and now that I’m eligible, it’s $150/month. And no drug coverage. That comes from
private insurance companies so... we’ll see what happens #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @GHLForg: A3: "I know from working with #migraine patients that it might not be easy to access CGRP therapy because of
insurance issues… 
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Biohaven Pharmaceuticals @BiohavenPharma 
@beth_morton A4: The @NHF survey found that while the cycle of trying and failing new preventive treatments is exhausting to most
people (76%), nearly all responders were hopeful and optimistic when starting a new therapy (82%). #migrainechat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
Totally this! 👇 #MigraineChat 

cannon tekstar @cannontekstar 
@beth_morton A3. Insurance approvals & cost are my biggest barriers. #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@beth_morton A4 Yes, I am hopeful. Good to see novel treatments coming out for migraine, but still not fast or accessible enough.
Equitable funding for #migraine and #headache research is a must #MigraineChat @CMAware 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@AdriaCL1 @beth_morton I can so relate. I did very poorly on Aimovig and have been rather unwilling to give another one a go
because of half life. The gepants being approved for preventative use gives me hope though! #MigraineChat 

Cat Charrett-Dykes @chronicmigrain 
@beth_morton in 2013 I thought that I was at then end of my rope, started to plan my suicide. Since then we have had so much more
attention and new medications. My life has improved significantly, something I thought was not possible #migrainechat 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
@beth_morton A4. No, because cost will be a barrier for years until generics are allowed. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@sagetoko Eight months of non-stop migraine - while failing other meds NOT designed for the disease - just to get to Emgality is
infuriating. It means it might allow our disease to progress unnecessarily. This should never happen. #MigraineChat 

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
@beth_morton I do and I don't. It's great that finally migraine specific preventative meds have become available but it's taken so long
for these new meds to be developed, I'm scared it's going to take decades again to come up with new things. #migrainechat 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
@CMAware @beth_morton I agree. Step therapy is one of the most fustrating things. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@Alexandria_SZ @MaeNena73 @beth_morton Yup. I was forced onto it or I’d lose my secondary insurance too so now I’m paying a
boatload for both because the alternative is neither. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
@K_McClatchy @jdehlin I hear that. I was told that stroke risk is considered even more likely with some types of migraine, so docs
won’t even prescribe some of the meds. #MigraineChat Sorry about the stroke. 💜 

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
@beth_morton (And I wish so much for a cure rather than just symptom reduction.) #migrainechat 

Unleashing the Next Chapter @K_McClatchy 
@beth_morton A4. Absolutely! After suffering for 40 years with none options, the last three years have been amazing. And keeping
up with the ongoing research specifically targeting headache disorders is very encouraging as new things are still in the pipeline.
#MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@AdriaCL1 @beth_morton I hear you! I feel #migraine stigma really needs more attention so people understand an attack can impact
our entire body #MigraineChat @CMAware 

GHLF @GHLForg 
Q4: We feel tremendous hope. For far too long #migraine research and treatment lagged. So many of us live in constant pain. We are
hopeful that this will change & will fight to make sure every person who needs treatments can access them. #MigraineChat 
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Michelle Maples👀 @MaplesM78 
@beth_morton A4: The development of new meds doesn’t necessarily give me a great sense of hope because I’m already either
allergic or intolerant to most everything I’ve tried thus far. It’s terribly discouraging overall. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4. Honestly not really. I don’t feel like folks who are disabled by migraine are considered when it comes to these new
drugs. And I find myself dismissed when they don’t work. And even when drugs “work”, I’m still incapacitated and that’s never talked
about. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@AdriaCL1 @beth_morton Wouldn't a cure be fabulous! Fingers crossed we see one in our lifetime. #MigraineChat @CMAware 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @BiohavenPharma: @beth_morton A4: The @NHF survey found that while the cycle of trying and failing new preventive
treatments is exhausti… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @CMAware: @beth_morton A4 Yes, I am hopeful. Good to see novel treatments coming out for migraine, but still not fast or
accessible enou… 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
@beth_morton A4. I feel more hopeful because that means more treatment options especially for use w/ HM that are told to avoid
normal treatments but I worry about cost and availability. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A4: From an overall migraine perspective, yes. I’m so glad there are more options for people. From a personal
perspective, if I’m being honest, no. I’m at a point where I’m very discouraged/I’m not even sure if medications will help *me* if that
makes sense? #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
@HemingwayMuse @MaeNena73 @beth_morton Exactly! The system is soooo messed up... #MigraineChat 

Mela the HuffleNan (and My Migraine Life) She/her @melaquebella 
@beth_morton Q4 Yes, Ubrelvy has been a game changer for me, I can always count on at least six hours of relief 75% of the time,
for a non Analgesic/non-narcotic this is new territory for me, which makes the barriers to access by my insurance co so much more
infuriating #migrainechat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A4: yes & no. Yes, because ppl newly dx'd have way more options and can hopefully get their episodic migraine
managed so it doesn't turn chronic. No, because once again those of us with daily migraine are left out of the equation.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SarahLerner Makes complete sense. I pretty much feel the same. Given my track record, I don't have a lot of hope personally, but
am excited at the attention finally being given in general, I guess. #MigraineChat 

Jill Dehlin @jdehlin 
@beth_morton A4. My personal mantra is "don't lose hope." I have faith that better treatments are just around the corner. @NHF
survey found that 67% felt as though they were chasing an unreachable goal, yet, 82% were hopeful the next preventive would work.
It's a rollercoaster. #migrainechat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A4: yes & no. Yes, because ppl newly dx'd have way more options and can hopefully get their
episodic migraine m… 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton I hear you. It's imperative to treat episodic #migraine appropriately so it doesn't transform into chronic.
#MigraineChat @CMAware 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. Despite recent new treatments, what remain the biggest gaps in your preventive and acute #migraine treatment needs?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/9RjyqggpUL 
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Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @GHLForg: Q4: We feel tremendous hope. For far too long #migraine research and treatment lagged. So many of us live in
constant pain… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Q5. Despite recent new treatments, what remain the biggest gaps in your preventive and acute #migraine
treatment needs? #M… 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @GHLForg: A3: "I know from working with #migraine patients that it might not be easy to access CGRP therapy because of
insurance issues… 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. For those who haven’t tried these #migraine treatments, what were the access barriers (cost, insurance
approvals or st… 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @GHLForg: Happening now. Follow along with the hashtag #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@AdriaCL1 @beth_morton Right like woohoo I could *checks notes* water my plants today. It’s a very good thing I like plants a whole
heck of a lot. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@beth_morton A5 Some of the biggest gaps are the underserved BIPOC community, the undiagnosed, people not understanding
what #migraine is, and lack of migraine education for HCP's. It’s important we understand migraine to get appropriate treatment
#MigraineChat @CMAware 

Biohaven Pharmaceuticals @BiohavenPharma 
@beth_morton A5: The @NHF survey found a significant need to better educate people of color with migraine. 71% of Hispanic
respondents and 73% of Black respondents did not clearly understand that sub-optimal acute treatment can lead to disease
progression. #migrainechat 

Mela the HuffleNan (and My Migraine Life) She/her @melaquebella 
@beth_morton Q5. Patient failure/step treatment for insurance coverage…. No one can afford $1k a month for 10 pills. I’d honestly
give up my Emgality in trade for @ubrelvy if my insurance coverage was open to the idea, gepants gove me more reliable efficacy
#migrainechat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
A5: AFFORDABLE and RELIABLE insurance coverage of preventive or acute treatments for migraine disorder, which too many
insurance reps still consider “just a headache” #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @CMAware: @beth_morton A5 Some of the biggest gaps are the underserved BIPOC community, the undiagnosed, people not
understanding what #… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @BiohavenPharma: @beth_morton A5: The @NHF survey found a significant need to better educate people of color with
migraine. 71% of Hispa… 

Biohaven Pharmaceuticals @BiohavenPharma 
@beth_morton A5: The @NHF survey also found 59% of Hispanic and 58% of Black respondents did not know that overuse of acute
treatments can lead to more attacks. There is a need to reduce barriers to both education and care for communities of color.
#migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @CMAware: @beth_morton A5 Some of the biggest gaps are the underserved BIPOC community, the undiagnosed, people not
understanding what #… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @BiohavenPharma: @beth_morton A5: The @NHF survey also found 59% of Hispanic and 58% of Black respondents did not
know that overuse of a… 
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alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5. The new stuff hasn’t helped me. My biggest gaps are finances so that I can test my own theories for non-medical
options to have slightly improved quality of life. It like there’s no support for folks in situations like mine, were just told to “be
advocates” #MigraineChat 

Kristal Gall 🔮 @krsball 
@beth_morton Q5. For sure abortives without the risk of MOH. Have heard maybe Ubrelvy is, but I do better with triptans (Ubrelvy
knocks me out for hours.) #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Reminder to use the hashtag #MigraineChat so the conversation is easy to follow through the search. TY! 

Cat Charrett-Dykes @chronicmigrain 
@beth_morton awareness. People need to understand what is going on in their own bodies, to be able to explain that to their doctor
& then the doctor needs to be able to interpret all that into a proper diagnosis and treatment. It can be frustrating and take months at a
time #migrainechat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: While intros continue, two tips: (1) include #MigraineChat in EVERY tweet to make following the conversation
easier & so… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Standing reminders: Remember Twitter is a public forum and keep that in mind as you share. Please don’t use
GIFs or oth… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining today’s chat. I hope you’re doing as well as
possible. If i… 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton @CMAware is here to support you through your entire migraine journey - you're not alone!
#MigraineChat @CMAware 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author 📚 @Alexandria_SZ
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A5. The new stuff hasn’t helped me. My biggest gaps are finances so that I can test my own
theories for non… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A5: for me personally, pain management. I have meds for the other symptoms but not pain. In general, education for
primary care Drs to recognize migraine when the pt explains their symptoms & then getting them tx ASAP so the disease doesn't
progress. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@krsball @beth_morton A5. I like ubrelvy but yes I definitely have to sleep for it to work which I think is underrecognized when it
comes to taking it #MigraineChat 

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
@beth_morton I need my health care providers to see me as a human being rather than just a patient. I want them to understand that
this is a complex, systemic problem and I want them to treat it holistically rather than just aiming at symptom reduction. #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Yes, I totally agree. Primary care docs have a lot on their plate, but really need to be educated in
treating #migraine and #headache #MigraineChat @CMAware 

Michelle Maples👀 @MaplesM78 
@beth_morton Q5: Access to options that work for *me*. In other words, options that I don’t have an allergic/intolerant response to. I
need very patient providers who are willing to work around my unique needs because I’m growing increasingly desperate.
#MigraineChat 

Unleashing the Next Chapter @K_McClatchy 
@beth_morton A5. It's just not enough! Emgality helps, but wears off after week 3, and is only 50% improvement. Ubrelvey and
Reyvow help, but only in certain situations and types of attacks. And they do nothing for the daily post-stroke headaches.
#MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. Following on that last question, what are your hopes for future #migraine treatments: how they work, what symptoms they treat,
accessibility, modes of administration, etc? Think big. #MigraineChat https://t.co/kfGEaYckAw 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@K_McClatchy @beth_morton Yes this! The newer stuff has provided some relief but it’s not enough to make a measurable
difference. And with the rate most of us fail treatments we need a lot more options to find the perfect individual balance #MigraineChat 

Biohaven Pharmaceuticals @BiohavenPharma 
@beth_morton A6: The @NHF survey found that the most important attribute for a preventive migraine treatment is to provide more
migraine-free days per month (53%). Nearly all responders (98%) said they are willing to consider a new oral treatment.
#migrainechat 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
@beth_morton A5. Cost. Inability to take many cost-effective treatments. Due to side effects and contraindications, I can't take
Topamax, Propranolol, or SSRIs. Not a lot of options left. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6. Fully funded research and efforts to relocate individuals with weather as a primary trigger to areas that allow us
more comfort. Whether it’s temp or less weather or more clouds. Non medical intervention that’s paid for. #MigraineChat 

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. Following on that last question, what are your hopes for future #migraine treatments: how they work, what
symptoms the… 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton @SarahLerner A4: #MigraineChat I WISH I felt hopeful, but since no migraine meds have helped me, I've started
thinking there's more chance of my other medical issues responding to medication. Maybe eventually that will help my migraine. 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6 cont. alternatively I would like to be a test subject sent to space to test barometric pressure (lack there of)
#MigraineChat 

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
A cure. #migrainechat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@CMAware @beth_morton To me, it seems so simple. If a pt complains of bad HAs, just ask if they also get nausea, sensory
hypersensitivity, dizziness, etc. But so many drs just tell the pt to take an OTC pain reliever and get on with life. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @BiohavenPharma: @beth_morton A6: The @NHF survey found that the most important attribute for a preventive migraine
treatment is to prov… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@CMAware @beth_morton Acceptance is huge. And I think we need better support for the time periods where we take a break from
trying new things and just focus on our own peace. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@beth_morton A6 Great question! My hope is to find a cure! Increased public awareness is essential. Getting these treatment options
out to the underserved is a must along with making the treatment affordable. #MigraineChat @CMAware 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@MaplesM78 @beth_morton 💔 I'm not allergic, but I feel like I get all the side effects & none of the benefit. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @AdriaCL1: A cure. #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@smithbrainz @beth_morton Love this! #MigraineChat @CMAware 
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Cat Charrett-Dykes @chronicmigrain 
@beth_morton My hope is to not have a job one day. That people will start to see that migraine is a canary in the coal mine and take
it seriously. We need more research and doctors will get more than 4 hours education during their training #MigraineChat 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@CMAware @MaeNena73 @beth_morton But I never even had episodic migraine. I just went straight to daily. That's part of the
reason I don't feel hopeful. Dozens of neurologists say migraine is the right diagnosis, but I feel like migraine treatment doesn't even
acknowledge cases like mine. #MigraineChat 

cannon tekstar @cannontekstar 
@beth_morton A6. Increased research and funding. Widespread education (in medical field) and treatment. Gepants and cgrp
antibodies hold such promise but still are inaccessible to so many. Also specified treatments for subtypes and symptoms.
#MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A5: This might sound obvious, but finding a medication that’s actually effective in at least improving my quality of life.
I’m starting to wonder if my time/efforts would be better spent toward treatments that addressed the root cause of my issues
(concussion/PCS). #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse @CMAware Yeah, you don't always have to be actively treating. Patient burnout is a thing, too. Taking a break
also doesn't mean giving up. But the constant trying/failing cycle can be a lot. Breaks are good. (IMO) #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@rachel_x_graves @MaeNena73 @beth_morton I'm so sorry you've been dealing with this for so long. Have you had a chance to
seek out help from a doc who is board certified in headache medicine? @NHF has a great provider resource #MigraineChat
@CMAware 

Jill Dehlin @jdehlin 
@beth_morton A5. @NHF survey found educational gaps, especially among POC. Hispanics less aware of preventives. Fewer POC
know that sub-optimal treatment can lead to disease progression; overuse may lead to adaptation HA, or ⬆  risk of anxiety/depression
w/⬆  # of attacks. #migraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@chronicmigrain Yes! I'd like to *not* have to advocate or think about migraine! #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6 again... I also want to see collaborate research and studies that look into common comorbids and treatments and
how to address our unique challenges #MigraineChat 

Michelle Maples👀 @MaplesM78 
@rachel_x_graves @beth_morton This too! I’m sorry that’s the case for you as well. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT. Is there anything about this #NewEraOfCare in #migraine that you want to mention that we didn’t cover? Questions? Concerns?
Hopes? #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton I don’t blame you. I took an entire year off looking for additional diagnosis to explain other symptoms -
added arthritis and IBS to the mix - but then those treatments conflict with migraine and each other. #MigraineChat 

VacciCohenated 🇮🇱✡  @L_Cohen_Indy 
@beth_morton A5: Insurance #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@beth_morton CT Accepting we have a chronic illness, #migraine disease, and learning how to cope with it is a must. We don’t plan
on being chronically ill, our entire life changes. Accepting it is not the same as giving up. #NewEraOfCare sends a hopeful message
#MigraineChat @CMAware 
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Sami-Jane Predy @PredySami 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here for #MigraineChat today? For those who want to introduce yourself, share only what feels
comfortable. I’m Be… 

Jill Dehlin @jdehlin 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton A5. We have a lot of work to help people learn to be their own advocates. It's overwhelming,
especially when our brains are so fuzzy from the attacks and the meds. #migrainechat 

Cat Charrett-Dykes @chronicmigrain 
@beth_morton Mental health is such an important part of the treatment. Society at large is starting to understand the effects of things
like PTSD and how that contributes to how our bodies work. This new era of care should include this #migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Honestly some concerns with framing. I saw a lot of comments regarding BIPOC education and lack thereof but that
framing is bad and takes the focus off the institutions and systemic issues that have caused this. #MigraineChat

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
@beth_morton While waiting for that cure, I most want something I can take as needed without too many side effects or risk of MOH.
I'm now on day 7 of a flare and have to ride it out without treatment because I already took triptans the first few days. It's basically
inhumane. #migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@jdehlin @beth_morton Sure, but not everyone should be pushed into advocacy simply because they have no treatment options.
Like the MWS this year went heavy on that messaging instead of saying “we need better treatment for CM” #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I want to thank Chronic Migraine Awareness (@CMAware) for joining #MigraineChat! Please check out all of their resources from
Triage Kits to Rally packs for advocates, support groups, & volunteer opportunities. FB: https://t.co/jXK1w06jhk Web:
https://t.co/OYb8puHkEN 

Mela the HuffleNan (and My Migraine Life) She/her @melaquebella 
@beth_morton A6 affordable, convenient access to the new standard of treatment. @ubrelvy actually WORKS for me, but each
month is a fight and a delicate dance with my pharmacy. Also, I want these coupon programs to be expanded to include those who
don’t have private insurance #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@HemingwayMuse @jdehlin @beth_morton And not everyone wants to be an advocate let alone pushed into it. #MigraineChat
@CMAware 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @melaquebella: @beth_morton A6 affordable, convenient access to the new standard of treatment. @ubrelvy actually WORKS
for me, but each… 

Unleashing the Next Chapter @K_McClatchy 
@beth_morton A6. Short of a CURE, I want ... * individualized holistic treatment based on my body and my doctor's experience, not
some insurance formulary. * to PREVENT triggers. * understanding that migraine is a systematic disease, not just a headache or
excuse. #MigraineChat 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton A6. #MigraineChat My worst symptoms are sensory sensitivites--light, sound, smell, movement. No medication has
even touched them. I wish there was some way to reduce those so I could participate in the world more. 

ChronicMigraineAware @CMAware 
@beth_morton Thank you @beth_morton it's been a pleasure! #MigraineChat @CMAware 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A5(b): I saw this mentioned in the thread & I wanna +1 on pain management. If you have a migraine patient who is in
pain *every day* and is completely debilitated by that, why aren’t those convos being had? Especially when so many preventatives
have failed? #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@AdriaCL1 So much this. Same. I'm on day 9. I'd also like them to figure out f*&$*# hormones because every month I get a flare
thanks to the lovely estrogen cycle. #MigraineChat 
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Jill Dehlin @jdehlin 
@beth_morton A6. Precision meds and treatments based on our own specific genetic predisposition for migraine. Can you imagine
not having to try X-Y-Z before you find something that works not just incrementally but specifically for YOU?? #migrainechat 

Michelle Maples👀 @MaplesM78 
@beth_morton CT: I hope the #NewEraOfCare in #migraine includes some aspect of streamlined care so that our specialists & our
GPs communicate & the ER knows a plan of care when I’m desperate. As it stands, I’m the only common thread amongst anyone &
that’s entirely ineffective. #MigraineChat 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton A2. #MigraineChat It's been pretty easy for me to get the new meds approved, but so far they haven't done much for
me. Reyvow sometimes helps. 

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
@beth_morton In addition to new and better treatments, I want society to be educated better on migraine disease so people know it's
a disabling chronic illness and not just a headache. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Thank to all who joined #MigraineChat today! Before I sign off, I’ll plug our Discord #MigraineChat group again. It’s a great place to
socialize, vent, and ask questions between monthly chats! https://t.co/m6KbJYMfoH See you all in July! 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@rachel_x_graves @beth_morton Oh I’d love to hear your experience with Reyvow, how are the side effects? #MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@beth_morton A6. My biggest hope is for less burden on the patients. Less fighting the insurance/pharmacy, less emphasis on
extreme lifestyle changes that lack supporting evidence, just less of all that. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Thanks for organising yet another valuable #MigraineChat. You showing up here every month is a big help. 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@DragonSnapped @beth_morton Oh yes very much this. And if a doctor does want a lifestyle change I want support. Give me actual
recipes and practical resources to make the adjustments. Stop leaving patients hanging #MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@beth_morton A6. It would also be great if preventative meds worked faster and required less washout time. When you’re being told
that you might have to wait 3-6 months before you know if something helps, that’s really difficult. #MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@beth_morton A6. And finally, I know we’re so far from this, but I dream of preventative meds safe for pregnant women.
#MigraineChat 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
@beth_morton Insurance companies to stop being barriers to successful treatment. Regardless of the disease or disorder, patients
shouldn't have to give up a treatment that helps just because their insurance company makes the cost out of people's reach.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
There is a gap in care for people with daily migraine. There are only now a few acute treatments that we think don't cause rebound,
but access is challenging. We need better pain management so those of us in the high-freq chronic migraine can still have some
QOL. #MigraineChat 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton IF I fall asleep, when I wake up it's knocked the pain down a notch or two & then sometimes I'm
back to baseline after like 8 hours. If I don't fall asleep, I'm just kind of out of it but no pain relief. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: There is a gap in care for people with daily migraine. There are only now a few acute treatments that we think
don't cause… 
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Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton This. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@rachel_x_graves @beth_morton Thank you! This sounds like my experience with fioricet #MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton Right! I’ve been told “well the goal is to prevent migraines” like yes OBVIOUSLY that is also my goal,
but let’s just consider the last decade of treatment failures before we end this appointment without any consideration of the prevention
plan not working. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A6: tx specifically for daily migraine. We don't have pain free days but anything that's targeted to decrease our disease
burden would be great. Tx for the sensory hypersensitivity, which current meds don't touch (or sometimes worsen). Make it affordable!
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
And more research on those of us w/daily #migraine: are we more treatment resistant? If so, why? What comorbidities do we have?
How does that factor into treatment? If we aren't part of clinical trials, treatments aren't going to work the same for us in practice.
#MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton Bummed I missed it - brain fog & vertigo today #MigraineChat 

𝘧𝘭𝘰𝘢𝘵𝘦𝘥 @floated__ 
RT @beth_morton: There is a gap in care for people with daily migraine. There are only now a few acute treatments that we think
don't cause… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@OneSickVet We just wrapped up and I know of a few others who are answering later. So pop by any time to add your thoughts
(when the vertigo settles a bit, of course). #MigraineChat 

Jill Dehlin @jdehlin 
@CMAware @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Lots of small ways to self-advocate, starting with helping people to self-advocate with
HCP, family, employers, school. Baby steps starting with the needs and comfort zone of the person, depending on where they are. If
that means they're not ready? That's okay too. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@AdriaCL1 I would like "hormones should be cancelled" on a t-shirt or mug, please. Not kidding. Looking up ways to make this
happen. #MigraineChat 

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
@beth_morton I think the comorbidity q is an important one. I recently got diagnosed with POTS and I feel like there is a clear link
between the two. Improved QOL can only be attained if everything is taken into account instead of zooming in on one issue to explain
all symptoms. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie Well, full disclosure.... I'm about to go be horizontal for a while. My head is super unhappy. But I'm always happy to see
you here, too! #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@AdriaCL1 @beth_morton Yes especially since meds can conflict and it makes doctors kind of step back like well you can follow my
treatment plan or you’re non compliant but I surely won’t connect with your other specialists to collaborate... #MigraineChat 

Hoofbeats = Zebra @KnockKnockZebra
RT @beth_morton: There is a gap in care for people with daily migraine. There are only now a few acute treatments that we think
don't cause… 

Hoofbeats = Zebra @KnockKnockZebra
RT @beth_morton: And more research on those of us w/daily #migraine: are we more treatment resistant? If so, why? What
comorbidities do we… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Okay, tweets are still coming in. Feel free to keep chatting and catching up. The hour always goes by fast. I need to go be horizontal
for a bit and hope meds kick in. I'll pop back and check #MigraineChat tweets a bit later. Take care everyone! 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@DragonSnapped @K_McClatchy @beth_morton Literally. Like I’m not on the edge of being episodic, even reducing my daily
migraines by half probably wouldn’t mean I could go back to work, I’d still need half the month off 😅 #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@cannontekstar It's less a risk to us thing than a research design/methods issue. But there were talks in some of the AHS annual
meeting sessions about needing to include the high freq CM folk in trials as subgroups to better understand if/how treatments work for
us. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@DragonSnapped @beth_morton So with you there. Yes, ideally I’d like a migraine preventative to work but so many haven’t and it’s
been years. So how about we treat this pain and let me have some quality of life? Why is that so wrong? #MigraineChat 

Ntensibe Edgar @ntemid 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining today’s chat. I hope you’re doing as well as
possible. If i… 

Ntensibe Edgar @ntemid 
RT @beth_morton: Standing reminders: Remember Twitter is a public forum and keep that in mind as you share. Please don’t use
GIFs or oth… 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@HemingwayMuse @K_McClatchy @beth_morton Well this too is an important thing for doctors/friends/everyone to understand.
Improvement, even significant quality of life improvement, doesn't imply fully well or able to work! #MigraineChat 

Corey Greenblatt @coreygreenblatt 
RT @GHLForg: A3: "I know from working with #migraine patients that it might not be easy to access CGRP therapy because of
insurance issues… 

Susannah Tysor @scisus 
RT @beth_morton: There is a gap in care for people with daily migraine. There are only now a few acute treatments that we think
don't cause… 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A2: Luckily for me gammacore was one of the treatments that was used by myself as prescribed by my Headache
Specialist. Unfortunately though I recd no benefits but am still grateful that I had the opportunity to try it. #MigraineChat 

serenity67 @serenity67 
Constant battle w/my insurance co. for approval of medication that has been effectively used as a rescue med. for years. We have to
fight for insurance approval ANNUALLY. Same for daily preventative medication. I am terrified of losing coverage for these effective
medications. 

Jenn🔥✨ #FAY  @jlms_qkw 
Migraine treatments are . . . difficult. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @melaquebella: So I’m at the point in this pin and migraine cycle where what I like to call the “aggressive yawning” has begun….
Is this… 

Reiki via Amber Hopkins @ReikiHead570 
My go-to herbs for headache and nausea relief are cannabis and peppermint. Smoked from a bubbler, or brewed into tincture or tea.
Read my blog or buy organic herbs: https://t.co/2yZYT2o9Ol #MigraineAwarenessMonth #MigraineChat #migraine
https://t.co/nC0L93f3Vt 

Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
A2 - in Canada and I'm pretty sure they are all too new - the process for new drugs here 🇨🇦 takes so long #MigraineChat 
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Kristin 💜💙💚 mini2z @mini2z 
Hi everyone, I'm hours late as always! I'm Kristin from Ontario, Canada have been battling migraines for over 30 years now 

me🇺🇸 @ZHeatherChamp 
I’m only hours late! I didn’t know there was a #MigraineChat! Where can I sign up? 

me🇺🇸 @ZHeatherChamp 
@beth_morton A4: I’ve been getting migraines since 1990 with no relief. Sadly, I’ve lost all hope. #MigraineChat 

わさびねこ@慢性片頭痛│産後1年4ヶ月│エムガルティ使用中 @wasabinekochan 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. Are the new #migraine preventives and abortives (e.g., Ajovy, Reyvow, Nurtec), and devices (e.g.,
gammaCore, Nerivio)… 

DESTINY 10/21♎  @DesTiNYRaeShell 
RT @ReikiHead570: My go-to herbs for headache and nausea relief are cannabis and peppermint. Smoked from a bubbler, or
brewed into tincture… 

TionneSkin @tionneskin 
RT @ReikiHead570: My go-to herbs for headache and nausea relief are cannabis and peppermint. Smoked from a bubbler, or
brewed into tincture… 

❤ 💜💙 Kat by the Sea 🍁  @DownsideUpKat 
@RadicallyJust Have you tried the #NEISvoid community? Or if it's for migraines, #MigraineChat. 

♡✿ lupe ✿♡ @imlupe_ 
RT @ReikiHead570: My go-to herbs for headache and nausea relief are cannabis and peppermint. Smoked from a bubbler, or
brewed into tincture… 

Alisha Jean // FREESHIPPING for 3+ items🌻 @AlishaJeanArt 
RT @ReikiHead570: My go-to herbs for headache and nausea relief are cannabis and peppermint. Smoked from a bubbler, or
brewed into tincture… 

Accessories by Al @accessoriesbyal 
RT @ReikiHead570: My go-to herbs for headache and nausea relief are cannabis and peppermint. Smoked from a bubbler, or
brewed into tincture… 

Julie Fleck @ponderoften 
RT @beth_morton: Dr. @RebeccaWellsMD paper: https://t.co/n5u8dgJSZq For people with #headache and #migraine: how often
does your doctor a… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
In tonight's edition of #MigraineBrainFog, Vol. 34, Ed. 492: Did I take that pill with the others just now or did I forget it? I can’t take
another, so I guess I’ll never know. #MigraineChat #NEISvoid 

Launching 7•16•2021 @JourneytoSelfJS
RT @ReikiHead570: My go-to herbs for headache and nausea relief are cannabis and peppermint. Smoked from a bubbler, or
brewed into tincture… 

𝔥𝔬𝔩𝔩𝔬𝔴 𝔱𝔢𝔢𝔱𝔥🌒 @hollow_teeth 
RT @ReikiHead570: My go-to herbs for headache and nausea relief are cannabis and peppermint. Smoked from a bubbler, or
brewed into tincture… 

Bharat @youthinindian 
Causes, Symptoms and Treatment of Migraine #HealthForAll #healthylifestyle #HealthAndWellness #MigraineChat #migraine
#migraineawareness2021 #cure #TREASURE #India #youth #headache #lifestyle https://t.co/NR85cwg2fY 

Hanbelles Designs @hanbellesdesign 
RT @ReikiHead570: My go-to herbs for headache and nausea relief are cannabis and peppermint. Smoked from a bubbler, or
brewed into tincture… 
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Linsey Green Queen CBD 🌱 🇮🇹 @KnightLife99 
RT @AdriaCL1: @beth_morton I need my health care providers to see me as a human being rather than just a patient. I want them to
understand… 

Kisha Upshaw @KUpshaw 
RT @beth_morton: In tonight's edition of #MigraineBrainFog, Vol. 34, Ed. 492: Did I take that pill with the others just now or did I
forget… 

HomeYog @HomeYog 
Top 10 Foods That Trigger Migraines | VisitJoy https://t.co/c2UxWwoxWw via @YouTube #migraine #migrainechat 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @melaquebella: So I’m at the point in this pin and migraine cycle where what I like to call the “aggressive yawning” has begun….
Is this… 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @melaquebella: So I’m at the point in this pin and migraine cycle where what I like to call the “aggressive yawning” has begun….
Is this… 

✨Jade✨ @lemoncowcrafts 
RT @ReikiHead570: My go-to herbs for headache and nausea relief are cannabis and peppermint. Smoked from a bubbler, or
brewed into tincture… 

Hypnotic Dream Pours @HypnoticPours 
RT @ReikiHead570: My go-to herbs for headache and nausea relief are cannabis and peppermint. Smoked from a bubbler, or
brewed into tincture… 

Kelly @idontlooksick 
@melaquebella @bennessb A tip from my PT: Push your tongue to the roof of your mouth and try to keep a point of contact to avoid
over extending or dislocating your jaw during yawns. The #migraine yawns + #TMJD + #hEDS can be brutal. #migrainechat
#NEISvoid 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ZHeatherChamp Our monthly Twitter chat is the first Monday of the month at 1p ET. Otherwise, just use the hashtag #MigraineChat
to tag questions related to migraine between chats or join our Discord group! https://t.co/quQ4O2CRtN 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
You must have chronic migraine. Looking for one person - in each below - who has 1. participated in a migraine clinical trial 2. been
screened out (ineligible) for a migraine clinical trial but participated in other types of migraine research. DM me with interest.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A1. I completely forgot to share this yesterday. @migrainemeander is collecting information about where we get our #migraine and
#headache information. If you have a few minutes, fill out this quick survey! I’m curious to know, too. #MigraineChat
https://t.co/YASxcpd9AU 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
RT @beth_morton: A1. I completely forgot to share this yesterday. @migrainemeander is collecting information about where we get
our #migrai…

Courtney S White @CSWhiteMD 
RT @beth_morton: A1. I completely forgot to share this yesterday. @migrainemeander is collecting information about where we get
our #migrai…

Linsey Green Queen CBD 🌱 🇮🇹 @KnightLife99 
RT @beth_morton: A1. I completely forgot to share this yesterday. @migrainemeander is collecting information about where we get
our #migrai…

MyCBD.blog @CBD_Every_Day 
Kick that Migraine and SAVE 20% Today - You are not alone. Try our Full Spectrum CBD Oils, many say it does help them!
https://t.co/Wjg8xtuN5p use code ' GetCBD20 ' #migraineawareness2021 #migrainechat #headache #pain https://t.co/0CDfqDej38 
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MyCBD.blog @CBD_Every_Day 
#London #Underground #Train #CityOfLondon #CanaryWharf #CoventGarden #LondonBanks #KingsCross #GranarySquare
#SouthQuayPlaza 

#RealNews Channel for #CBD information & products @Real_News_Ch 
RT @CBD_Every_Day: Kick that Migraine and SAVE 20% Today - You are not alone. Try our Full Spectrum CBD Oils, many say it
does help them!… 

Golden Girls Quotes @GoldenGirls85 
Pain/tenderness around my right eye socket (which is new for me and not caused by an injury). Nausea. Slight headache. Is this a
migraine with fun new symptoms? #MigraineChat #NEISVoid 

charmie @charmiepop 
Took Inderal as scheduled + nasal spray but migraine wouldn’t go away. Tried drinking coffee 30 mins ago + mefenamic acid.
Migraine subsiding now. Katinko was no help at all today. Paano po mabuhay nang matiwasay? #migrainechat 

Aparna R. (hiatus) @aparna_r_writer 
This book sounds amazing!! It’s a Reese’s Book Club pick and it has authentic chronic migraine rep by a disabled Black author!! So
excited to read this!  #NEISvoid #CripLit #MigraineChat 

Grace Lapointe @glapointewriter 
RT @aparna_r_writer: This book sounds amazing!! It’s a Reese’s Book Club pick and it has authentic chronic migraine rep by a
disabled Blac… 

Angie Glaser @winedarkme 
RT @aparna_r_writer: This book sounds amazing!! It’s a Reese’s Book Club pick and it has authentic chronic migraine rep by a
disabled Blac… 

Nicola Griffith PhDyke @nicolaz 
RT @aparna_r_writer: This book sounds amazing!! It’s a Reese’s Book Club pick and it has authentic chronic migraine rep by a
disabled Blac… 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @GoldenGirls85: Pain/tenderness around my right eye socket (which is new for me and not caused by an injury). Nausea. Slight
headache.… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@aparna_r_writer Whoa! What? Maybe we need a #MigraineChat bookclub! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @aparna_r_writer: This book sounds amazing!! It’s a Reese’s Book Club pick and it has authentic chronic migraine rep by a
disabled Blac… 

Jenn🔥✨ #FAY  @jlms_qkw 
RT @aparna_r_writer: This book sounds amazing!! It’s a Reese’s Book Club pick and it has authentic chronic migraine rep by a
disabled Blac… 

Aparna R. (hiatus) @aparna_r_writer 
RT @beth_morton: @aparna_r_writer Whoa! What? Maybe we need a #MigraineChat bookclub! 

Harrison, J.L. @TimAppleBezos 
RT @GHLForg: A3: "I know from working with #migraine patients that it might not be easy to access CGRP therapy because of
insurance issues… 

Jacqueline Penney @Jacq2910 
RT @aparna_r_writer: This book sounds amazing!! It’s a Reese’s Book Club pick and it has authentic chronic migraine rep by a
disabled Blac… 
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